
BOUNCE & BEYOND - Sales Are Soaring!
Established late 2013 by the current owner, BOUNCE & BEYOND
is Auckland's largest indoor inflatable bounce centre. The
expertly setup 1,600 square metre facility features 18 of the
coolest, high quality inflatable's available and has families
and children literally jumping for joy. Open 7 days, BOUNCE &
BEYOND is semi-managed with the owner only working the
weekends in the business. 

Projected 2016 earnings (based on *April to August actual
figures) are tracking towards an EBIPTDA of circa $175K. This is
a fantastic return for only two days' work a week! The
business in its embryonic stage still managed to turn over an
astonishing *$727,000 in its first full year of trading. A lot of the
setup costs were engulfed in that first year so the business
returned close to *$70K to the owner - which is still pretty
impressive for a start-up business. The huge amount of time
and effort invested into starting up this bounding business is
now starting to take affect and a new owner is set to profit
from it all! This year the business is tracking towards a
turnover of circa $800,000 (+) so the lucky successor is going
to benefit from the Vendors labours as the business takes
flight. Due to juggling two very busy successful businesses the
owner has made the difficult decision to sell presenting a very
attractive proposition to the new owner. You can be part of a
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successful, non-franchised operation with no restrictions to
the way you operate. Feel good about providing a clean and
safe environment for the whole family to play, exercise, laugh
and make memories together to last a lifetime! 

Asking Price: $389,000 Incl. Stock & Plant. To find out more,
visit www.barkerbusiness.co.nz, register your details and
submit the online Confidentiality Agreement for reference
#1886. Once Alan receives your registration of interest he will
be in touch. *Source: Information supplied by the Business
Owner or the Owners Agent(s). Licensed REAA 2008. Copyright
Barker Business Brokerage


